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Student slain • ID Games Room robbery 
by Dennis C. King 
Editor-in-Chief 
Thomas Jenkins, a Xavier freshman 
from Pasadena, Maryland, was shot to . 
death late Saturday night during a holdup 
-in the Games Room of Xavier's University 
Center. More than twenty-five students 
were in the Games Room at the time of the 
robbery. 
-_ According to reports, three IU'med men· 
entered the Games Room just before 10:50 
p.m. from the basement lobby of the center. 
Two of the men were armed with hand 
guns, a third carried a .22 caliber rifle. A 
shot was fired from the rifle shortly after 
the men entered the room and Jenkins fell 
to the floor. Jenkins had been playing pool 
with a friend when the robbery occured. At 
the time the Xavier News went to press, no 
motive for the slaying was known. ' 
vestigation may take time, .they were con-
fident that the men will be apprehended. 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan S.J., President 
of Xavier University, was out of town 
when .. the tragedy occured but expreesed 
the university's profound regret at the 
tragic incident. He stated that "the hearts 
of the entire Xavier campus community go 
out to the family in this hour. The deep sor· :. 
J'..OW gf the student" body at this sen11eless .~ 
loss of one of their own was demonstrated · " 
when they joined in a Mass shortly after 
midnight and another Mass at 5:00 a.m. to-
day. The prayers-of the Jesuit Community, 
the faculty and· the students now are for 
the members of the bereaved family.'' 
A Mass of Rememberance will be offered 
today at 5:00 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel for 
Tom and all the dead of Xavier University. 
Just prior to the shot; all of the students 
in the room were ordered to put their hands 
up and proceed to the south wall of the 
room. They were then ordered to drop their 
wallets and lay face down on the floor. 
Other reports stated that a fourth man 
entered the, Games Room from an outer 
lobby door which led to the back of the 
service counter. A' total of $123 was taken 
from the Games Room _cash box. 
Proposed General Fee -Hike 
Angers Student Government 
• - by Frank Landry 
Students present during the holdup were News Editor 
taken to the Cincinnati Police Homicide The Student Senate was informed at 
Division for questioning where they re- their meeting held Wed., Nov. 8, that the 
mained till apprQximately 5:00 a.m. Sun- Budget Committee has unanimously voted 
day morning. to increase the General Fee by $5.00 for the 
The robbers were still at large.when the 1973-74 academic year. This information 
Xavier News went to press late Sunday was conveyed to the Senate by Mr. Daniel 
night. Detective Brauning.of the Homicide W. Costello, Student Government Presi-
Divisipn stated. that .. although the in:. .. dent. 
Student wage increase, 
Budget affect foreseen 
by John Lechleiter 
News Staff Reporter 
An official of the U.S. Department of La-
bor Wage, and Hour Division has in-· fo~ed the News that the increased min-
imum wage proposal will, in all likelihood; 
be dealt with after the U.S. Congress re-
convenes in January. Although various 
proposals have been placed before Con· 
gress in the past year, no effective action 
was taken by either the House of Respre-
sentatives or the Senate. 
Furthermore, a member of the Ohio state 
legislature has indicated that a simil~r 
proposal for a minimum. wage increase 18 
forthcoming in early 1973 on th~ state 
level. The legislator who preferred to re-
main anonymous, also predicted quick pas· 
sage of the bill on both the state and na-
tional levels. He named $2.00 per hour as 
the most likely figure to be enacted, based 
on a probably compromise. 
Such a proposal, if it is passed, would 
have a tremendous effect on Xavier's 
present budget. Under the present struc-
ture, all students employed by the univer-
sity receive $1.60 - $1.90 per hour in wages. 
An increase of the basic minimum wage to 
.$2.00 per hour would, in turn, apparently 
increase student wages to the range $2.00 
to $2.30 per hour. Such an increase could 
be absorbed only by an increased alloca-
tion for student salaries or by extensive 
cuts in existing student job positions. 
Presently, an approximate sum of 
.$172,500 is earmarked for student salaries. 
Those areas receiving the largest alloca· 
. tions include: the cafeteria and dining hall 
$23,000 (approximate); the Computer Cen-
ter - $18,000; the library - 16,000 the Uni-
versity Center Director 10,144; the Director 
ofHousing-$10,000. 
Assuming that a minimum wage in-
crease would raise student salaries by .40 
per hour, the present $112,500 outlay would 
be increased to 140,625. Thus, $28,125 in 
additional funds would be needed to fi. 
nance student-related jobs as they are 
pr~sently structured. At present, the 
planr,ed unive}'.sity budget contains no sti-
pul~tion for the allocation of such funds. 
Health D~partmen't examining 
''Food Poisoning''. allegation 
by John Lechleiter 
News Staff Reporter 
On Wednesday night, November 8, ap· 
proximately 50 students reported to 
McGrath Health Center complaining of 
nausea, dysentery, and, in some cases, fe-
ver. Although unsubstantiated reports 
linked the sudden illnesses to food poison-
ing, there were a wide variety of symptoms 
among the.ill; and little concerning a_ com· 
mon diet could be ascertained initially. A 
large group· of students reacted to what 
they considered to be food poisoning by 
staging a food fight in the cafeteria on the 
following night. · 
Many ,~f those who rep~rted ill_. were 
_ __J;__;_.------ - . 
treated and released, but nearly fifteen stu· 
dents remained in the McGrath Center for 
one or more nights. 
A Health Department survey on Thurs-
day, November 9, revealed that not all of 
the students sick had eaten in the.cafe-
teria. Those who had eaten in the cafeteria 
on Wednesday seemed, according to re· · 
ports, to have shared on the "chuckburger" 
in their common diet. 
The final Health Department report on 
the outbreak will be released MOnday, No-
vember 13. Alternative th!!ories on the 
cause of the illness include partial con-
tamination of the water supply or a . virus. · 
Costello stated that the Budget Com-
mittee's unanimous vote for increase (Rev. 
Clifford Besse, S.J., was absent and Mr .. 
Roderick Shearer did not vote) was fol-
lowed up by a refusal of that body to at-
tempt any breakdown of current General 
Fee funds. 
Co!'!t~llo said that Rev. Victor Nieporte, 
S.J., Vice-President of Xavier. University, 
informed Student Government that the 
present university policy will not allow for 
a breakdown inasmuch as the general fee 
is considered as an extension of tuition. 
Costello also noted that Nieporte's ruling 
opposed the efforts of Mr. Thoams Fischer, 
Assistant Comptroller, who has indicated 
that a general fee breakdown is possible. 
Costello also informed the Student Sen· 
ate that the recently proposed presidential 
task force to review Student Services and 
Student Affairs was refused by Rev. Robert 
Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier Univer-
sity. Mulligan has suggested in turn that a 
lower level task force be set up with Mr. 
Roderick Shearer, Vice-President for Stu-
dent Affairs, to work with that office in 
their own self-evaluation. Costello prom-
ised that this committee will be put into ef-
fect by December. 
According to Costello, the Budget Com-
mittee feels that it does not have sufficient 
time to evaluate Student Services and Stu-
dent Affairs 
Emphasizing his complaint that stu· 
dents do not have representation on impor· 
tant committees, Costello added that Mulli· 
gan restricts student representation for 
two reasons: one,- Mulligan· feels that stu· 
dents' lack of knowledge will impede pro- · 
gress; two, the president feels that students 
. cannot be trusted with confidentiality. 
\ 
I \ 
Costello further commented that he be-
lieves that Xavier is acting on a "general 
pot" financial theory, and he observed, "If 
we had given our recommendation along . 
the terms of their (Budget Committee) re-
sponse, they would h!oJ.ve label~<!.. us irra-, 
· tional. He reasoned, "I wonder w~eth~r 
students and faculty can ·have a voice m 
the university without a voice in the fi-
. nances}' lie also added that there is cur-
rently only one member of the fa?ulty ?01:1-
mittee represented on the Umvers1ty s 
Budget Board. 
Costello said that he felt that the Budget 
Committee should try to cut back other 
areaR before rili.sinl!' fees. 
"l see no need to continue playing these 
games, wasting our time making· recom-
mendations,'' Costello said. Refuting Mulli-
gan's belief that students lack adequate1 
knowledge, Costello replied 
Apparently, Mulligan feels that 
Shearer ·represents the students. I do not 
hold that opinion." . 
Student Government has circulated a pe-
tition among day division undergraduate 
students calling for a repeal of the recom-
mended $5.00 increase in the General Fee. 
· The petition ~as forwarded to Rev. Rob-
ert Mulligan, S.J.; President of Xavier Uni-
versity. According to Mr. Tom Zeno, Stu-
dent Government Vice President, the 
petition drive had netted approximately 
one thousand signatures as of this writing. 
Costello expressed major concern at the 
talk of cutting faculty me~bers next year, 
which he asserted will primarily involve 
the Day Division, Undergraduate school of 
Arts and Sciences. He vowed to take all 
possible means to avoid it. When further 
questioned by senators about faculty c1;1ts, 
Costello that these cuts are cilrrently bemg 
discussed at Budget Board meetings . 
. ~ -~ , 
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Blackwell. cites reactions to X.U. tragedy 
by Bill Quinn . · 
Managing 1-;ditor the middle class blacks. Mr. Black- ban Affairs elaborated on this ism instead of these goals can only )ems of the world. "They do not dis-
Mr. J. Kenneth Blackwell, Direc- w~ll emphas.ized that it must~ re- point. · aggravate the. present and fu~ure sappear at graduation," Blackwell 
tor of University and Urban Af· al1zed that is;i the poorer es;iviron- Mr. Blackwell doubted that a reali~ies Xavier ~ust recogmze; smd. . 
fairs, like all members of the Xa- ments such instances of vi?lence lack of manpower in Xavier's "We share the temtory, and must_ Mr. Blackwell fears that some re-
vier Community, was extremely ha~e becom~ part o~ ~he dad~ ex- present security force allowed the reali~e we share the same prob· actions to '!om Jenki.ns' ~urder 
distu~bed at the tragic news of the penence which conditions th!1r re- tragedy to happen or that an in- lems. · may be bhnded by imaginary 
murder of Tom Jenkins. Mr. Black· sponse. crease of the campus police could Blackwell regretted that the mur· walls. The black students are a 
well expended much time and en· Blackwell went on to explain guarantee the prevention of future der of a freshman student is a sad part of two communities that he 
ergy to discover the subsequent at- that many of the white students incidents. No one can.be assured of way to learn that "the walls we hopes will not become polarized. If · 
titudes that pervaded the Xavier whose reactions he sought out ex- invulnerability in our society,·not have built around the university an easy scapegoat, rather than 
campus and its surrounding com- pressed an attitude that the sense- Governor Wallace making a are only imaginary walls." The constructive solutions, is sought, 
munities. . . · . less murder ·was a by product of the speech, nor a man walking to Twin opinion of those who wish to con- they seem most susceptible to victi-
He discovered reactions 80 varied society in which we live. He ex- Fair. He fears that. "the collect!ve struct real walls, he feels, can only miz~t!on. ~n attitude. of. hate~ul 
that he found it impoBBible to give pressed some concern that others shock" of the Xavier commumty alienate those who are not now suspicion mmed by preJudice at in-
a single correct assessment of the believed the incident as merely an- may tum into unwarranted para- alienated and, in an attempt to pro-. nocent men must also be regarded 
respon~e of the community at other ex°!"~~e of "the pathol~gical noia. if it forgets t~e crime'p~r- ~t itself fr?~ an actually non-ex- as criminal: 
large. All felt sorrow for the sense- charactenst1c of.b~ac~ males in t!te spect1ve of. the shooting or fabnc- 1st~nt·.hostihty, only ~reate that· Mr. Kennet~ Blackwell did not 
less killing of a thoroughly in- ghet~oes of our ?ti~s. The greatest at~s a racial ~ne. Mr. Bla.ckwell which 1s most feared with no hope enjoy speculating on the repercus-
nocent individual and sympathy fe~ is that th~ incident ?1ay be.ex- pointed th~t thi~ shock, w.hich has of a truely succeSBful outcome. sions of the shooting of Tom Jen.-
for his parents. Mr. Blackwell plo1t~ as evidence which ~citly expressed itself m ?ontradictory ru· "Fe~ct;!' o~ly go so high .. and w~lls kins. He hopes that these thoughts 
pointed out, however, that among approves that typ~ of white ar- more, probably anse~ from a lac~ 80 fa~, s~d ~lackwell. Escapism are not mistakenly equated with 
middle-class blacks in adjacent !'Wng for self-protective, gun-carry- of awareness at Xa~~r of the ch- and isolationism have repeatedly the extent of his feelings of sorrow. 
communities there exists also an mg groups. mate of the commun1t1es that Bur· proven themselves ·bankrupt al· He feels that there is not way to 
attitude of anxiety and guilt; they Blackwell believes that such round its ~am pus. This lack of ternitives." erase the pain of such a. personal 
seem to be very apologetic that the klanish attitudes may arise if Tom a~a~eneBB, m tu!'°, stems from Xa- Blackwell went on to point out tragedy. He hopes his fears are. 
assailants were black. Among the Jenkins' murder is "taken out of vier s lack 0~ !nvolvement and that those academicians who argue groundless and that all may keep 
ordinary men on the street of the context of a robbery and put into a apparent unwilbngneBB ~ fac~ up that direct involvement by stu- what has happened and what may, 
black· communities, although they racial one." It is only valid to say to the real problems of its ~eigh- dents in society (whether it be on or may not, in a personal, huma .. 
feel equal sympathy for those who that the aBSailants happened to be hors. Involvement, he contmu~d, moral, political or any .other nisticperspective. Only certain, af. 
have suffered, the majority are not black, "but a universal s·uspicion of ~ay not have prevent~d the i~- grounds) only interrupts the "pur- firmative steps by the admil)iB· 
emotionally ·moved to being defen- all black men is an example of c1dent, nor should awareness dt· suit of Wisdom and knowledge" are tration, community leaders and all 
sive or "apologetic." Nor do they mass psychosis in our society." minish the ~orror of.mu~der, ~ut basing their arguement'on a false can control the negative reac-
express the shame and the shock of The Director of University and Ur- any alternative fostenng isolation- presumption. Human involvement, tionary in each of us. It is assured 
Students petition against 
A General Fee increase DON'TllLOW 
(Continued from page 1) 
The petitioners have indicated 
unwillingness to support the Gen-
eral Fee increase for several rea· 
sons. First, Student Government is 
dissatisfied by· the Budget Com-
mittee's unwillingness to provide a 
General Fee breakdown despite in-
dications from the Business Office 
that said breakdown could be pro-
vided. In addition, the petition 
noted that graduate students, part 
time continuing education stu-
·dents, and part time undergraduate 
students do not pay a similar fee 
for student services. 
An additional fact sheet com-
piled by Student Government in-
WILLIS SIMMONS 1 
TYPING SERVICE i 
2722 Gl~ndora Ave. 281-7155 I 
Typing Student Papers, 
Author MS. · 
Call By Appointment Only. 
· dicated that the three aforemen-
tioned non-paying groups make use 
of the following services which are 
financed at least partially by the 
General Fee: McDonald Library, 
Placement and ·Financial Aid, 
Campus Ministry, Psychological 
Services, and Health Center re-
duced rates. 
The fact sheet also notes that if 
the three non-paying groups were 
to pay a $5.00 service fee, more in-
come would be raised than by the . 
currently proposed $5.00 General 
Fee hike. 
Student Government has also ar-
gued that Graduate Students and 
Continuing Education students do 
not at present even pay a parking 
fee. 
TYPING: 
TERM PAPERS 
Professional Resumes 
For details 271-1984 
Fast Service 
YOUR 
MIND ••• 
EXPAND 
ITI 
Cliff's Notes puts you Inside 
the heavy stuff ••• the novels, 
llll'!:iill'!:iill"311''31· plays and poems 
·•• that can add real 
meaning to your 
life if you really 
understand them. 
Cliff'• Notes can 
help. Your book· 
seller has them or 
send for FREE 
list of more than 
200 titles ... add 
1~ and we'll In· 
elude a handy, reusable, water-
proof drawstring book bag. Cliff's 
Notes, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr. 68501. 
lcolotr ... we're worlllng on Ill 
During the put 14 yHra Cllll'1 
Notes hll uHd over 2,400,000 tona 
of paper u11ng recyclld pulp. ' 
The weekend. And you've got a little time 
to spend. Any way you want. Good times, 
good friends. And Coca-Cola to help 
make it great. II It's .. real thing.Coke. 
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: "The Coca-Cola Bottling .works Company; Cincinnati". 
Blackwell, contends, is itself a that thoughtful concern, keeping a 
learning experience, and a c0llege proper perspective, will never allow 
education should not be considered one, senseless atrocity to cause oth·. 
a four year vacation from the prob- ere. 
"" =XAVIER NEws=========l 
ON CAMPUS· 
INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE 
A nine-hour, interdisciplinary course "Revolutions and Counter-Rev- . 
olutions" will be offered in the fall semester of 1973. Dre. Roger A. For-
. tin (History), Stanley E. Hedeen (Biology), and William A. Jones (Phi· 
losophy) will treat selected major themes of 19th and 20th century 
western thought from a historical, scientific, and philosophical point 
of view. Following the successful format of last year's "Revolt Against 
Formalism," the course will include lectures, films, group discussions, 
individual research, student presentations, guest speakers, and field 
trips to the Zoo, the Art Museum, a fossil. quarry, the Ault Park forest, · . 
the Natural History Museum, and the Symphony. 
Students enrolled in the course will receive nine hours of credit( three 
history, three biology, three philosophy). They may use these hours ei· 
ther as free electives or in meeting core curriculum requirements in so-
cial science, science, and philosophy or humanities. For those who 
wish to complete their science requirement with this course, a second 
semester course in biology will be offered. 
The nine-hour program will be taught during afternoon hours so 
that students may have a free hand in fulfilling other requirements 
they may have. The co\irse may not be taken on il pass-fail basis. The 
course is being announced at this time so that interested students may 
anticipate curncular possibilities for fall semester, 1973. 
MILITARY DEPARTMENT 
NEW COURSE OFFERINGS 
New course offerings - open to all Xavier students - will be in-
cluded in the . Spring Semester schedule of classes. The Military De-
partment is offering MS 290 - Special Instruction as listed below. -All 
courses carry credit as indicated and may be used to satisfy non-speci-
fied electives. Enrollment requires payment of the $10 ROTC fee but 
not the normal tuition charge. Texts will be provided, on loan, from the 
Department: 
/· 
MS 290 Special Instruction - American Military History. (2 
CR) 
Instruction in American Military History from the Colonial Period 
to the present. Emphasis is on the impact of military activity on na-
tional development and vice versa, and on analysis of leadership in· 
volved in major military historical events. (T -Th) 
MS 290 Special Instruction - Military Jusiice. (1 CR) 
Of interest to pre-law students. Covers the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice to include judicial processing, rights of the accused, courts mar-
tial, appeals, rules of evidence, preparation for trial by counsel, and a 
moot court. Course is offered two periods per week (T · Th) for the first 
seven weeks of the Spring Semester. 
MS 290 Special Instruction - Basic Survey. (1 CR) 
Of interest to-students desiring a basic knowledge of the meth· 
odology of topographical survey. Covers basic computations and use of 
logarithms in s·olving the survey problem. Direction, angle determina-
tion, horizontal taping, and survey note keeping are presented as pre-
requisites to survey by traverse, triangulation, intersection and resec-
tion. Perspective is developed through inclusion of the basic.concepts 
of advanced techniques of astronomic observation for direction deter· 
mination, survey control and accuracies; and survey planning. (T) 
MS 290 Special Instruction - Survey Lab. (1 CR) 
Laboratory to accompany Basic Survey. 
\ I I t I>" •, - l . ) 1 ., 'I • ' 1 • i. 
'· 
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Muti, Ciani to perform at Cincinnati Symphony 
Award for Orchestra conductor. position• and he had in hie mind &.rit performance on November 17, Tchaikoveky conducted the concert · 
Cincinnati Symphony Music Di· Dino Ciani i• making his United the scheme of a full S~mp~ony .. · 1888 in ·St. Petersburg. The au· without conviction, creating the . 
. rector Thomae Schippers has in· States debut with the Cincinnati However, he could ~ot nd himself dience was enthusiastic, but critic• impreHion that the work wae 
vited two young Italian musicians Symphony at Mr. Scl}ippers' of ~he sound of the piano and, after felt the work was unworthy of weak. Subsequent performances 
to perform with the Orchestra on requeet. The young pianist recently going thr?ugh a draft of the work Tchaikovsky. There is a theory eaaily diepelled that falee idea and 
the pair ofsubecription concerts for appeared at the Salzburg Festival f?r two pianos, Brahms finally ar- that the composer'• own lack of the Fifth ·symphony ie now rated 
Friday, November 17, ll:OO AM, with Claudio Abbado conducting n~~ at the Con~erto. He resolyed self-confidence caused the poor re- along with Tchaikoveky'e Sixth ae 
and Saturday, November 18, 8:30" the Vienna Philharmonic. He has his . inner conflicts by treat1.ng views.If, during rehearsals, any or· a great.audience pleaser. 
PM. Riccardo Muti who ie head of been featured on European tele- solmst and orchestra as equally im- cheetra musician seemed to react 
the Orchestra del Maggio Musicale vision in a series called "The Great portent. n e g a ti v e l Y t 0 a n e w s c 0 re • Tickets for the November 17 and 
Fiorentino, will guest conduct ihe Interpreters" and is scheduled to It is an interesting historical Tchaikovsky would feel that he 18 concerts are available at the 
Cincinnati Symphony. Dino Ciani, deb~t :Mth ~he London Philhar· footnote that .Tchaikovsky's Fifth was wa~ting their·ti!De and ru~h Symphony 'ficket Office in Bald· 
a familiar pianist on the inter· momc in Apnl, 1973. Symphony will be performed by apologetically through the remain- win's 29 West Fourth Street 
· national recital circuits, will per· It is appropriate that Mr. Muti the .Cincinnati Symphony on the der of the rehearsal. Apparen.tly, Phone' 381-2660. Prices range fro~ 
form the Brahma First Piano Con· (with his Italian heritage and oper- anru~ersary of.the work's premiere. that ha~ happened at the premiere $3 to $7. 
·certo. Maestro Schippers is atic conducting experience) has Tchmkovsky himself conducted the of th 1 s SY 11_1 Pho n Y and 
extremely enthusiastic about Muti elected to conduct the Overture to 
and ·Ciani, citing them as among "Semiramide" which was consid-
the "very top young musicians con·· ered one of Rossini's greatest op-
· certizing in Italy today." eras wheri it premiered in 1823. The 
plot of "Semiramide" is based on 
. · , Voltaire's "Semiramis" and 
This season marks the pr~miere roughly parallels both "Hamlet" 
per~ormances of both men m th~ and "Oedipus." They Babylonian 
United.States. Last mont~, Mu.ti Queen Semiramide collaborates in 
made his. New York debut.in Phil- murdering her husband and, un-
harmonl'c Hall conducting the knowingly chooses her own long 
Philadelp!rla Orch~stra. The New_ lost son a~ her new mate. The plot 
~ork Times sai.d that Mu~i then becomes entagled with 
showed an experienced hand s .ghostly apparitions, oracles, and 
easy command of the orchestra bloody conspiracies. The Overture 
and a confidence that let t~e ma~- is based on two themes from the 
velous ~core bubble over with wit opera. The first comes from the 
and lync c~arm .. · The orc~estra scene in Act I where the Baby-
played consistently well for him, as lonians swear loyalty to their 
great orches~ras tend to do when .a Queen. The' second theme refers to 
conductor knows how to permit the opera's final scene in the sub-
that." The reviewer also called terranean mausoleum of the late 
Muti ·"a conductor worth hearing King · 
more than once." . . · The Brahms Concerto for Piano 
and Orchestra which will be the ve-
in Italy, Riccardo Muti has con- hicle for Dino Ciani's debut is one 
ducted all the major orchestras, in- of the composer's "Sturm and 
eluding the Teatro alla Scala, and Drang" outpourings. It was among 
he received the Golden Diapsaon Brahms' earliest orchestral com-
New sounds 
Paul Simon - Paul Simon gaps. Simon now has the freedom 
(Columbia; KC 30750) to pursue blues which have no need 
. · of Garfunkle's harmonies. And, for 
I realize that the Paul Simon al- the first time since the Sounds of 
bum is fairly old, as pop albums go, Silence al bu.m's "~ngie'.', Simo.n 
but it's one of the best albums re- shows how mcred1bly fme he is 
'72 
John Prine-
Diamonds In The Rough 
(Atlantic; SD7240) 
By Mike Brandstetter 
leased this year and thus deserves with a guitar, especially on "Armi-
asome recognition. stice Day", "Peace Like a ~ver'', Not too.many people have heard 
Most people have heard "Mother and "Papa Hobo". of John Prine. His albums receive 
and Child Reunion" and "Me and ·Lyrically, Simon is as good as or.ly minimal play on the radio and 
Julio Down By The Schoolyard" ever. He is one of the few people in I doubt that he has performed be-
played to death on the radio. Too music today who is a good musi· fore any local audience. But obscur-
often, popular radio promotes the cian and a competent poet. Look ity is no sign of incompe~nce, es· 
worst tracks of an album, and this particularly at "Duncan'', Every· pecially in the case of Prine. His 
is no exception. The rest of the al- thing Put Together Falls Apart", second album on Atlantic, Dia-
bum is much, much better. · and. "Papa Hobo". · mond In The Rough is an example. 
This is Simon's first album on ·I can't say much more about the 
his own, and it is obvious that Art. album, except to buy it. It's a good John Prine is a folk singer in the 
Garfunkle's departure left no great album to have around. truest sense of the term. He doesn't 
get into politics as much as many 
singers; he'd rather sing about 
dates at the drive-in and wives that 
Concert by the 
• • • c1nc1nnat1 
• • 
community 
orchestra 
·Xavier Theatre 
Sunday, November 19, 1972 
·8:00 P.M. 
Soloist: William· Hunt, Violinist 
Conductor: Conny Kiradjieff 
PROGRAM 
I. Russian Easter Overture . . . . . . . . . . Rimsky·Korsakov 
·2. Symphony No.· 7. , , ............. , . , .. . . .. Prokofieff · 
3. Violin Concerto in D .................. Tchaikovsky 
This concert is made possible by a .grant from the 
Music Performance Trust Fund (Kenneth E. Raine, 
Trustee) and the Cincinnati Musicians Association. 
ADMISSION FREE 
run away with salesmen. When he 
sings of Vietnam, he ignores the 
fighting and tells of a sailor who 
pawns his school ring for the 
delights of an oriental waitress. 
His songs are happy, sad, funny, 
but always very personal. 
. Instrumentally, Prine is ex-
cellent. His guitar is gentle and 
flawless, and with the help of his 
brother Dave' on fiddle and David 
Bromberg on electric guitar and 
mandolin, the instrumentation on' 
the album is perfect. 
For many listeners, however, 
there may be a problem with 
Prine's voice. It takes some getting 
used to. Prine's voice reminds one 
of Dylan in the early 60's, a type of 
melodic buzz-saw. Prine is essen-
tially a hillbilly singer, and his 
voice is not as stylized· as most pop-
ular singers are expected to be. For 
some reason, listeners of popular 
music can accept a country in-
fluence only when the vocals are 
fairly conventional with highly 
polished harmonies. For these 
people, Prine may be a little hard 
to swallow. 
However, if you're fairly open-
minded, and have a taste for coun-
try music, I think you'll enjoy the 
new John Prine album. 
Fi.neA rts f es ti val underway 
The 1972 Xavier Univer~ity Fine Wednesday, Nov. 15 - 12 
Arts Festival commenced Sunday,' noon · 1:30 p.m., Civilization Film 
November 12, with an opening pre- #5, theatre 1:30 · 3 p.m., Civ-
view in the Terrace Room. Exhib- ilization Film #6, theatre 11:00 a.m. 
its, performances, and activities · 7:00 p.m., sale ?fart works, lower 
have continued throughout the level. 
week. The festival continues Thursday, Nov. 18 - 12 noon. 
through Friday, November 17. 1:30 p.m., Civilization Film #7 
Over forty professional artists and theatre 1:30 . 3:00 p.m., Civilizatio~ 
muilicians will be on hand for the Film #8, theatre 8:00 p.m., Psy· 
entire festival. The Fine Arts Com· chodrama, theatre. · 
mit~ee urges eve~yone's attendance Friday, Nov. 17 _ l:30 p.m., 
dunng the remmnder of the week. Cincinnati Community Ballet, 
theatre 7:30 p.m., Contemporary 
Fine Arts Festival Dance Theatre, theatre Drawing in 
Schedule of Comins Events Fine Arts Raffle. 
SHUBERT 
Theatre• Phone 241-1230 
ONE WEEK BEGINNING 
MON.,NOY. 27th 
7111 lftd WALNUT, CINCINNATI, GHIO· hes. at 8:30. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2 P.M. 
Matinee Saturda 
Please make checks payable to Shubert, Cincinnati. Must be accompo· 
nied by stamped, sclf-add~essed envelope for tide! return;' 
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(EDITORIAL) 
[ i 
. ,, . 
(' 
The Dark Week 
Last week survives in miserable memories. 
I intended at one point to write another 
angry editorial this week, but specifically 
aimed against those students who got their 
jollies by participating in the cafeteria food 
fight. The alleged food poisoning was evil 
enough news; the thoughtless reaction of a 
certain segment of undergraduates, the 
hope of this university, was worse. But such 
recurrent barbarisms as food fights, al· 
though this one was unique for the malicious 
planning that preceded it, can only make 
you angry. The senseless murder of Tom 
Jenkins last Saturday night made me, and 
all who heard, sick; the academic tower of 
Xavier, no matter how little ivory it may con· 
tain, came tumbling down. 
I can only speak of Tom Jenkins as a fel· 
low student; he deserves the eulogy of a 
personal friend. His violent death exists only 
as an idea to me: I did not know the person; 
I did not see his blood. I cannot mourn hi~ 
with the praise due to himself. But the idea 
itself, the senseless slaughter .and waste, I 
do know. Many of my close friends were wit· 
nesses; their stories recalled other miserable 
memories to me. I remember the . girl, ·my 
discussion co-leader in Manresa last year, 
killed by an alcoholic driver on Victory Park· 
way; I remember the Xavier security guard, 
who decided to take my phil. of man course, 
accidently shot by his own pistol. I remember 
many terrible misfalces and worse sins that I 
would like to, but cannot and should not for· 
get. 
I have been told that Tom Jenkins was a 
very quiet and intelligent man; he was con-
siderate of others and could take care of 
himself; I'm sure we would have been 
friends if time had allowed us to meet. With 
insufficient success, I can conceive of the im· 
mense sorrow his family and close _friends 
must feel, although I cannot share it with the 
immediate intensity that they must. I worry 
that this writing by a stranger may only add 
to their anguish. But I worry more about the 
reaction of those who have emotions like 
myself. 
:., .·, 
·. j 
. i .' 
After I heard the news, every house I saw 
made me wonder whether it was indeed a 
home or if that euphemism merely provided 
the necessary excuse for tribal fortresses. I 
wondered what fools would leave their 
doors unbolted at night despite any wel-
come their door-mats might present during 
the day. My first reactions last Saturday 
night jumped from fear to hatred to nausea 
to despair; in those first hour~ I met no one 
who did not feel to some extent the same. 
Time heals wounds, they say, but scars re· 
main. My memories of the week began to 
mix; the mess has kept away lethargic sleep. 
Last week was an unbelievable collection 
of absurdities that, for a while seemed so 
important, till put in the perspective of·mur· 
der. Beyond both incidents of infamy that 
occurred in the cafeteria, three false fire 
alarms set people on edge one time each in' 
Husman, Kuhlman and the University Cen· 
ter. The armed robbery of 27 students in the· 
Games Room. and fatal shooting did not 
eliminate the ef_fects of those relatively petty 
incidents; it only aggravated those emotions 
that capture the mentality of a group who 
·feel they have been progressively victi· 
mized. 
. The alleged food poisoning fortunately 
became nothing more than a plethora of 
stomach aches, albeit serious to those who 
had to suHer through them, but nothing 
compared to the incidents of Saturday 
night. Yet, what was the outcome of this mi· 
nor (minor that is in the perspective of latter 
occurences) incident? A riot that, again for· 
tunately, had no truly damaging weapons 
available, or this minor incident might not 
have remained one, even in perspective. 
The shame is that those students (and it must 
be remembered that they were a small 
number of students), who distributed flyers 
announcing the battle plans and estimated 
time of the first throw, had time to in· 
vestigate, to discover that no clear link had 
been made between the cases of illness and 
the cafeteria service; yet, they did not. The 
Public Health Depcirtment of Cincinnati will 
.A Tragic Sense 
The tragic death of Toin Jenkins here Sat· Room Saturday night there must have come 
urday night is certainly the most serious ca· some most startling realizations: the tragic 
tastrophe which has struck the Xavier cannot be avoided, that death is ever 
campus in many, many years. It has struck a present, that truely "life is brief." 
nerve which, at Xavier or anywhere else, is One could not possibly account for all 
seldom, if ever, exposed. Xavier, as indeed those symptons and patterns of our culture 
all of modern day society, lacks any true which have led to our loss of tragic sense, 
sense of. the tragic. The many catastrophes but one doesn't have to look too far to find 
which occur by the minute in our society are some of them. Nowadays man is tec.h~ 
tragic only to those who are directly in· . nologically safe from the common fears of 
D 0 · volved; for most others, it is mere data or (E IT RIAL) his ancestors; he no longer struggles' for his 
. fact ·which one hears or reads in the news· existence. In short, he feels that if· he is care· 
paper. Most of us react, in general, without I h h · · · fu , t e c onces are that he will be safe. 
understanding of what tragedy tells us Thus, when tragedy arises, o·.,e concludes 
about ourselves. -Perhaps we mutter with ' that ' someo'1e is to blame" or .. "s,omeone 
casual bitterness as the narrator does in wasn't careful," and this has become the 
Slaughterhouse 'Five; "So it goes · · ·" And modern day connotation of tragedy, i.e., it 
maybe this is how it must be; life must go on might have been avoided but it wasn't. Car· 
, , "'"·'·· .".'.•-.:- •. ,., ... •, . .-, .... nBut for those students in the r.~'""' · d t th t th• · h 
. . •.... ,, .• ,.,,.,_.._ ... ._.,." ... ,., ... ~····'·•;,·r; .. ':f ... ,.,1.,· .. r .. o eexreme, 1ssymptomts .. t .. tt:i 
make its report on Monday morning, Nov. 
13, after the News goes to press. And what 
if it is indeed shown that the cafeteria was 
somehow to blame? Was a food fight the 
proper response of someone claiming to be 
a human being, never mind a student in a 
Christian university? It may be described as 
a juvenile prank; no one is laughing. It may 
more accurately be described as act of frus-
tration by some who believed themselves to 
be vidimized and sought an easy target to 
victimize in turn. It was the expedient, vis-
ceral reaction of a few thoughtless individ· 
uals, bizarely organized, that managed to 
intimidate and inconvenience all the rest. 
What happens if the circumstances sur· 
rounding such a reaction are more serious? 
The circumstances, indeed, have become 
excruciatingly more serious. How shall we 
react? Each man answers according to his 
own personality: some I heprd warning oth· 
ers to tote their own pistols; I agreed instead 
with those demanding gun-control. The re· 
sponse of Tom Jenkin~' true friends should 
be our own. Sorrow, self-examination, self· 
correction, nothing more; I heard no talk of 
backlash, revenge or paranoia here. Sorrow 
a_nd .anger are often impossible to dis· . 
tinguish, but understandable · anger at a 
criminal act must not be perverted into-an 
equally criminal response. Anger is a most 
understandable human reaction; self control 
is a human virtue. Otherwise, we allow our· 
selves to become participants in that which 
we most despise. 
This editorial has become so long because 
I did not have the insight to write a short 
one. Sunday afternoon witnessed the open· 
ing of Xavier's Fine Arts Festival; at first it 
seemed so silly - less than twenty-four 
hours after a murder had been· committed 
in the same building - and then so impor· 
tant. We ·must show that we will not be con· 
quered by a week of- darkness, but continue 
to seek enlightment. Tom Jenkins died; he · 
lived pursuing wisdom. We are alive .. 
-B.Q. 
basis for a philosophy which holds that man 
is capable of saving himself. 
This inability to accept the tragic as an in· 
evitable portion of our lot, points to a gen· 
eral unwillingnt!ss to accept the total human 
condition; a condition which will forever 
show us that we cannot be what we might 
be. 
The death of Tom Jenkins, though it· 
seems to be a most senseless loss to all of us, 
does not have to be a total waste. If his 
death can help to show us a more keen 
awareness of what it means. to be human, 
i.e., that we have fallen, that we cannot 
·save ourselves, that we must look to the 
Other who created and loves us all, then _ 
Tom has not died in vain. 
- o.c.i<. 
•, . I, 1,: 't~ ·, > ,_ 
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"Dirty Work-for _the State of Ohio" 
Dear D.C.K. 
I do not wish to be identified as "The 
State Defender of the Ohio ~Certification 
Program" ....:... certainly not in all of its as-
pects. I am questioning whether all of your 
readen are knowledgea~le concerning 
these requirements. Since the total State 
Certification Program is complex, any at-
tempt to provide a brief summary is neces-
sarily inadequate. Howe~er, the following 
requirements for certification may be of in-
terest. These apply primarily to the certifica-
tion of secondary school teachers. 
The following outline does not follow the 
State's outline: I have reorganized it for 
purposes of emphasis. It is important also 
that these be recognized as state minimum 
requirements. A college or university ap· 
proved for teacher training can, and many 
do, go beyond these minimum standards in 
various aspects of the requirements. The re· 
quirements for secondary certification are as 
follows: 
a) A Bachelor's. Degree to include the 
following: 
b) General Education (30 semester 
hours, minimum) 
1. Science and Mathematics 
2. Social Sciences 
3. English and/or Foreign Language 
4. Fine Arts, Philosophy and/ or Theo-
logical Studies . 
(These areas of General Education 
reprt1sent also the · Xavier University 
core curriculum. It is true that X.avier's 
requirements are greater. Does Xa-
vier's core represent some of the 
"dirty work for the State of Ohio?") 
c)- ·A Maior Field of Study (The teacher's 
teaching field) 
Requirements here vary from 20 to 60 
semester hours of a concentration. (In 
English and History the minimum re-
quirements are 30 semester hours, not 
too unlike the Xavier University major 
requirements in these majors. ln-
cidently, the state encourages more 
depth - the "what" as you identify it 
-:- than the minimum. Does this repre-
sent more of Xavier's "dirty work for 
the State of Ohio?" 
d) Professional Education (The educa-
tion courses) 
(I surmise that. your indignation is di-
rected primarily toward this aspect of 
the state requirements. This might well 
be the true "dirt.") 
The state requires a minimum of 21 
semester hours in what it entitles "Pro-
fessional Education." Professional 
Education includes the following (I 
quote directly from the State Regu-
lations Handbook) 
"Course work well distributed over the 
following areas: 
a) Understanding the learner and 
the learning process 
b) School in relation to society 
c) Secondary school curriculum: 
methods and laboratory ex-
periences, including student 
teaching, in a field in which cer-
tification is sought."· 
The handbook then goes on to sug-
gest minimum semester hours in each 
of these areas up to a total of 21 se-
mester hours. 
I submit that every teacher should find area 
(a) most helpful as a teac~er. The inference 
is that one will be a better teacher for pos-
sessing these understandings. With regard 
to area (b), whatever it might be in any 
given college, the coune that we generally 
offer at Xavier seeks to fulfill this requir• 
ment by providing some· historical back· 
ground of American education, some philos· 
ophy of education, and some sociology of 
education. Such content is viewed as pos-
sessing liberal arts values. In area (c) Xa· 
vier's curriculum course is directed primarily, 
together with other objectives, toward the 
goal of having each student develop the 
course which he will be teaching as a pro· 
fessional teacher. The student plans and de-
velops the "what" of his professional teach· 
ing field. Under (c), also, Xavier requires 3 
semester hours of the "how" of t~aching -
3 semester hours of "how" out of 120 semes-
ter hours for graduation! Is that excessive? I 
am convinced that this university community 
fully recognizes the importance of the 
"how" in teaching. A great deal of Xavier's 
evaluation controversy has centered on this 
point. How many of us have had teachers 
who "knew" it but couldn't put it across? 
They lacked the art of teaching - the 
"how". In addition, under (c), it has been 
the . assumption that any artist can learn 
through an apprenticeship under a master 
- and this is what the student teaching ex· 
perience is or should be all about! 
And this is all part of the "dirty work that 
Xavier does for the State of Ohio .... " 
The quality of ~nything human is subject 
to evaluation and improvement. As such, the 
Xavier program is aiso, and the Xavier Edu· 
cation Department, I feel, is receptive to 
positive recommendations. 
Milton A. Partridge 
Professor of Education 
Letter Of Recommendation 
• Editor: tions rather than volume cooking. I have ea-
It is a sad commentary on life at Xavier ten many meals in· different educational in-
when a relatively small portion of the stu· stitutions. Day-in. and day-out, the Xavier 
dent body turns destructive and thereby of· Food Service does at least as well as any, 
fends the sensitivities of reasonably prudent far better than· most. I am not suggesting 
men ·and women~ Deplorable is by no that there is no room for improvement, 
means too strong a term for the brief but rather that many of the gripes I hear relate 
chaotic minutes of the N.ovember 9 food to changes that would be very expensive. 
fight. Shall we first examine the possibility of in-
Th ls small group of activists, self ap· creasing the rate for board?. 
pointed protectors of justice and the safety Revolt should be a last resort for the ac-
. of one and all, has assumed thot thirty stu- complishment of change. It is certainly not 
dents became ill on November 8 as a direct the most effective means of penuading ad· 
result of eating in Xayier's Cafeteria. The ministrators or faculty that students should 
evidence on ·this point is incomplete and as have additional decision making responsi· 
yet inconclusive. The U.S. Public Health Serv· bilities. If we have arrived at the point when 
icithas notbeen able to establish the cause the mob is allowed to mobilize for destruc· 
of illness for these students. That the stu- tion at will, simply because it takes a hiOhly 
dents beeame ill is fad. That their illness simplistic.- vieW,. of causality, oun is a depl· 
was caused by poor f~d·is cl matter of coi:t·': orc:ibl. state.·'No rational system permits the 
jecture and hardly the basis for irrational same individual or group to serve as judge, 
action. The group further assumed malice jury and executioner. 
and/or incompetence on the part of Mrs. The Xavier student population has many 
Lappin and her staff. As a member of the responsi.ble, mature, emerging adults in its 
Food· Service Advisory Committee and a ranks. I have met them in the clam0om, the 
fairly regular patron of the Cafeteria, I can· Senate, at committee· meetings, aod in less 
not agree with these charges at. all. I have ''formal settings. Many of these attempted to 
noted definite impr~vements in the food this stem the tide of the food fight. They were 
year compared to that offered in my first notably Un.successful but are to be con• 
two years at Xavier. Further; I hove wit· gratulated for their responsible approach to 
nessed active willingness to make.additional a problem issue. I am confident that many 
changes as the budget will permit. others were annoyed if not disgusted by the 
I am a firm believer. that change is often food fight. If these students would be sup· 
necessary and desirable in many areas and portive of responsible behavior - they 
would welcome construdive suggestions for need not be· leaders of the cause - the 
the Food Service. I am confident that the "sandbox" set would lose its current 
student members of this committee would anonymity and be seen for what it is, a 
join me in the request for opinions and sug· group that provides nothing constructive to 
gestions. Eating in any institutional setting. the Xavier community. 
cannot be compare~ to taking meals in Can' we now take a constructive approach 
one's home or an expensive r•staurant to our problems not only in the Food Service 
·: : .;. iithere; · ~~ . c;htf. · deals, with . irtdivid_ual: po~ • 'buf·in:·all aspecff of-~r lf~iv•r_.ty life?· I cer· : 
.. . ; .. · 
tainly hope so. 
Neil Kumpf 
Marketing Department 
"Partisan Support" 
Editor: . 
. The announcement on October 25 that 
the Xavier News endorsed the McGovern· 
Shriver ticket came as no surpriA to me; I 
thought the announcement proclaimed only 
the.obvious. What I experienced was resent· 
ment arising from the idea that a publica· 
tion supported by a compulsory student fee 
would dare to be partisan to a political 
ticket not supported by all students. That 
formal announcement snubbed all those 
who believe in something different, yet who 
must pay to support the News. If the News 
wants to be partisan, let it d~pend upon 
"partisan support". . . . c~arge a price for 
the copy so desperately desired! Then it can 
proclaim whaf°it wants. The money presently 
allocated to it may go to a non-partisan 
publication: the Yearbook. 
Under this plan, if the News survives, it 
will be known that the students definitely 
support it and what it stands for . . . gen-
uinely ... since they will have to pay a pal-
try twenty cents to get it ... to,study it ... to 
be amazed at the wisdom therein .. If the 
News disappears due to a suddenly non·ex-
istelit circulation, however; I submit that hav· 
ing a Yearbook is better than having the 
News In any case. 
Sincerely, 
· ... Gerald L: G9isek.-< ,·.;: ·,,.,. 
.. '•.\i: ''i·, ' 
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by Rick Sadowski 
VU Trounces Xavier, 40-13 
News Sports Reporter . 
Xavier brought its aerial circus a pair of pp•ible scoring drives 88 Ralph Hardin bulled his way into has now thrown more passes (287) crowd of 5000 showed up to watch 
to Philadelphia last Saturday after· the Muskies had penetrated deep the end zone from the one but fum· and completions (143) than any Xa· two teams with a combined 4·14 
noon but learned for the second into Wildcat territory. · bled the football before the referees vier QB in a single season. The pre- won-and-lost record . • . The Mus-
· week in a row that filling the air Villanova tallied three times be- signaled a touchdown; fortunately vious highs (262-128) were held by Idea have an open date this Satur- · 
waves with pigskins isn't enought fore the Muskies were able to get the alert Matt Chinchar fell on the Carroll Williams, who is now an day in preparation for the season 
to win football games. The Muske- on the scoreboard. Ed Farmer's 53- loose pigskin for the score. The Assistant Coach at Miami of Flor· finale against the Quantico Ma-
ti!era were defeated by the hapless yard jaunt midway through the two-point conversion attempt, a ida .•. Dydo is also closing in on rines on Thanksgiving Day .•. For-
Villanova Wildcats, 40.13. · opening period and a pair of TD paBS (what else?) from Dydo to another XU season record he'd just mer Xavier !lead Coach Ed Biles is 
The vu victory snapped one loa- runs by Lionel Shaw made the Hardin, fell incomplete. as ~oon not. get:..... ·his 15 inter· in hie first year 88 a Coach for the 
ing streak and extended another: acore 20.0 before Freshman Skippy And so the Muskies went into the ceptions are JUBt one leu tJ_tan the Ne\Y York Jets. He's the Defensive 
the Wildcats had lost six con· Wright raced ten yards to paydirt final quarter trailing by thirteen mark set by Ron Costello ID 1960 Backfield Coach but the way the 
aecutive games prior to this one, for Xavier. Mike Donahue booted points, still with a chance of pull- "· Despite the ~k_that ,Villanova Jets pass defei;ise has been. giving 
their only other win a 20·17 deci· the extra point to make the score ing the game out of the fire. has lo~ enough 1~ter~st m football up yard~ge this year he might be 
sion over William and Mary way 20-7 at the half. . B t 't t t b Th W'ld to·conmder dropping it at the con· out of a JOb come January, 
b k S b u l was no 
0 e. e 1 · clusion of this season an estimated · ac .on epte?' er the 23rd; th-: The Muskies came out throwing cats did a little paBBing of their ,-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimili-iilliiiiiiiiiiiiii,iiiiiiiiiiiii _______________ ......_ 
Muskies haven t outscored an op- again in the second half but Dydo own and scored twice more before "" po~ent since the 14-0 Homecom!ng threw on' more too m~ny in the the game ended. An 18-yard toss ~ XAVIER NEWS -----------1 
whitewa~h o~ Mar~hall,. droppmg third quarter. VU Defensive Back from QB Bill Hatty to Rick Reipr· -
four strrught in the mtenm. Paul Selitto picked one off at his ish, and Tom Karczewski'& I-yard 
Junior Quarterback Tim Dydo, own 43, and raced 57 yards down ramble following another pass 
who broke two Xavier passing the right sideline to put his team in theft finished the scoring. 
records in last week's loss to Day- front by the margin of 26-7. 
ton, broke two more on Saturday . But Xavier scored on the ensuing 
but again his efforts were in vain. series of downs, a drive of 64 yards, 
Two native New Yorkers played SPORTS 
outstanding defensive games for \. ~ Villanova - Back K vin Dobbins . .._ _______________________ _,
. The Chicago sharpshooter com- again mostly on the arm of Dydo. 
pleted 21 of 36 t~rows for 182 ~ards The play that was good for the six 
but he was guilty of four mter- points was however odd as it 
ceptions, two of which led to Villa- seems, set up by another Muskies 
intercepted two passes while Jim INTRAMURALS 
Magee played a stellar defensive 
end. · Tonight is "canned night" in the I.M. Inn. The Intramural Depart-
ment and Urban Affairs Department are collaberating efforts to col-
lect canned goods for charity. Bring your contributions to the Hearth/'· nova touchdowns; the others killed miscue. Freshman Running Back MUSKIE MEMOS: Tim Dydo 
Sailing- Team qualifies 
Last weekend the Xavier Sailing ing schools from all over the nation Xavier's Paul Siegel received low 
team qualified for the unofficial will be present. Such schools as the point honors in the "A" division, 
Fall National Collegiate Sailing defending national champion, New and Bill Bell missed low point hon-
Championships, by capturing sec- York Maritime, and the perenial ors in the "B" division by one 
ond place at the Purdue University· sailing power, University of South- point. Brigid Harmon crewed for 
Eliminations. This will be the third ern California will be present. Bill. 
straight year that Xavier has trav- · Th tt t Ch' 0 . . . . · e rega a a 1cago may e · 
eled to Ch1ca~o to part1c1pate m . able Paul Siegel to gain All-Ameri-
the famous Timme Angsten Re- At Purdue, the Musketeer srulors t t p I' B'll 
d · th Th k · · fi · h d d 1 th · ts can s a us. au s crew was 1 gatta, ur1ng e an sg1v1ng ms e secon , on y ree pom B · 
Holiday. Seventeen of the best sail- behind Miami of Oxford. romer. 
FLAG FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Mon. "A" Thurs."AA" 
. ROAD APPLES 2-0 IDIOTS 
DEM 1-1 DESENDANTS 
SCUMS 1-1 KEEBLERS 
TIGERS 0-1 CRETE NS 
CHEVROLET 0-1 8-PACK 
LEPARDS 
Tues~-"A" Girls 
TITANS 1-0 CRACKER CRUMBS 
THUMPERS 1-0 FITE ·TEAM · FITE 
HERO 1-1 COMMANDOS 
BUZZARDS 1-1 NO-NAMES 
N;Y.JETS 0-2 
-Wed.·"A" 
CLOWNS· 2-0 
HUSTLERS 1-1 
DOGS 1-1 
DEGENERATES 0-1 
RABBLE ROUSERS 0-1 
friendly feelings and the great taste of 
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be . 
• It's the real thing.·Coke. 
... . 
2-0 
2-0 
1-1 
1-1 
0-2 
0-2 
2-0 
1-1 
1-1 
0-2 
Room and get ready for a fun filled ni~ht. , 
• • • • 
THIS IS YOUR LlFE is the theme for December 6 at the I.M. Inn. A 
member of the faculty staff, or student body Will have their exciting 
past unfold right before your eyes. It could be you!!! 
December 13 is the Christmas Party. The Hearth Room will be filled 
with all the familiar Yuletide spirits from songs to mistletoe. Don't 
miss this, the most exciting of seasonal festivities. 
• • • • 
Some participants in our flag football leagues seem to :think the only 
way to win a game is by physically eliminating their opponents. This 
type of action is only going to lead to their own elimination! Officials 
are being briefed and a stringent-crack down on this type of action is 
going to be enforced in the form of "unsportsman-like conduct". 
•••• 
Standings are the sanie ~ la8t week since all games were rained out. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
Xavier learned last week that they will play Southern Illinois Uni-
versity_ in the first game of the Roadrunner Classic on December 22 at 
New Mexico State University. The second game pits VMI against New 
Mexico State. 
• • • • 
The Athletic Department announced that they have moved the Du-
quesne game from Febrary 5 to February 28th. 
•••• 
Xavier will televise four games over WLW this coming season: 
1) Miami, January 3, 8 p.m.; 
2) Dayton January 6, 3:30 p.m.; 
3) Detroit, January 13, 3:30 p.m.; 
4) February 17, St. Joseph's (Pa.) 1 p.m. 
• • • • 
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS 
.on Dec~mber 9,.1972, the-cream of Ohio's collegiate football players 
will meet m the First Annual All-Ohio Shrine Bowl. 
~fore .t~an 50 graduating seniors, selected from 34 Ohio colleges and 
umvers1t1es that field football teams, will make up the East-West 
teams for.the NCAA sancti~ned series opener. The outstanding senior 
players will be named by a committee of prominent sports writers from 
throughout the state. 
Co~ch of the ~est team will be Jack Fouts, Head Coach of Ohio Wes-
Ieran s 1971 Ohio Conference Champions. Directing the East Team 
will ~e Jack Murphy, Head Coach of the University of Toledo's(Mid 
Amencan Conference Champions last year. Assisting Fouts will be 
Go~don Larson, Akron, Don Nehle, Bowling Green, and George Hill, 
Ohio State'. M~phy's. staff will include "By" Morgan, Findlay, Ray 
Calahan, C10c10nati, and Lee Tensell, Baldwin-Wallace. . 
Xavier .will. be playing on thu West squad, comprised of Bowling 
Green, M~am1, T?ledo, Defiance, Bluffton, Willmington, Findlay, Day· 
ton, Xavier, Ohio Northern, Ceritral State, Wittenberg, Heidelberg, 
Wesleyan, Capital, Denison, and Ohio State. The Buckeyes, also in· 
eluded on the East Team, will be limited to three players on each 
squad. -
• • • • 
November 18, 1960. Xa~er dropped a 49-0 decision to the University 
of Kentucky. Ron C:ostello. Muskie quarterback, comple~~d 7of18 pas-
ses, and had three mt?rcepted. XU was held to 81 yard~ ~m the gound. 
!r~ Etlc~, former Xavier coach, (1969), the starting quarterback, was 
Bottled under the authority of Tti_e c_~a;C,o!•. ~~'.'.'~"."Y_ by. "The Coca_:C~ B?!!!.'..~l!..Works Company, _Cincinnati" l~JU~cd m the first half, forcing Costello to run the game. It was Xa-
_____________ ;.... __ .:....;--.;..-. _ _,;. ____ __; __________ ..:._ __ _j VJcr s worst football defeat in 144 games. · 
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Bill Kerwin at the Movies 
It's unfortunate, but Bad Com· tion and horror on the frontier. The can be a moat irritating form of bles at each other at the same time. Clyde, after an initial superficial 
pany inevitably in vi tea com· subdued shades of the cinema- stylization. The dialogue ia extremely well-writ- reaction of horror, don'tseem to be 
pariaon. Written by Robert Benton tography, reminiscent of the paint- Perhaps one of the moat inter- ten and revealing of character: for particularly disturbed by the mur-
and David Newman, authors of inga by Andrew Wyeth and Grant" eating aspects of the film is the another example of such rich, such dera they commit. Their personal 
acrenplay Bonnie and Clyde, and Wood, help to impart a star~ surprising amoiint of good acting creative profanity, one would have sexual problems are seen as being 
directed by Benton himself (his beauty not at all inconsistent with by young performers that it con- to go back to Holden Caulfield in much more .important. And when 
novice effort), Bad Company desperation. Instead of impressing taina. Uke The Last Picture Show Catcher in the Rye. . . they are finally raised to a slightly 
arouses expectation by its very ex· us with the grubbineu of rotting and Summer of '42 it confirms my But after all this the film ia still higher level of consciousness, it is 
istence; at least .in the hearts of buildings (as Altman did in conviction that th~ American film disappointing. For although Bad because they come to realize the in-
viewera who, like myself, c:Onsider McCabe and Mrs. Miller), Benton will continue to maintain its posi- Company bears many admirable evitability of their own death, 
Bonnie and Clyde to be one of the takes another tack: he shows us tion as the major showcase of ex- resemblances to Huckleberry Finn rather than .because of any com-
most interesting films of the '60'a. rows of new, freshly painted store- ;citing film acting in the world. Benton and Newman lack Mark prehension of the crimes they have 
Within the context of these ex· fronts (the way_they must hav.e H. M'll h 'd th t 11 Twain's moral vision. In fact it's perpetrated. The fact that they are 
· Bad 0 to l ked · th 1860' ) d tr ts enry 1 er as sai a a · ' · · bl l · 'fi th · ti pectabe tionhina! f o1mtd:pany_ proves oo m e a , an con as boys are anarchists at heart, and debatable whether the two pouess p1tia be od~ yd1ntentha1 efs teh1r orce 1!0 met g 0 a e own. them with the primitive behavior·Bad c 'd · . ahy moral vision at all. as em o 1e my a, or ey are 
· f hi h · c· 'Ii · ompany provi es many in · · mythic only in the existential sense But perhaps such compansons o s c aracters. .•vi 21ation ap. teresting illustrations of that in- Which brings us to the inevitable · . 
are "rather unjust. Indeed, when pears as a very clean anonymous sight. Uke Huckleberry Finn, the comparison with Bonnie and that they are t~e actors of thelf 
Bad Company is seen just as an· mirage. Benton ia not completely film's naturalism effectively de- Clyde. like the Arthur Penn film, o~ roles. The dicho~my between 
other film, rather than as a cine- success~ul, however. During an strays the myth of idyllic unspoiled Bad Company concema the adven· their perso~ and thett roles makes 
matic event, it can be appreciated agonizingly long pan down a city America by replacing it by another tures of ordinary human beings the ~yth Just that much more 
for its own very admirable quali· street, one can almost hear an as- myth: the anarchistic human en- (slightly below average in in· amBZ1ng. · 
ties. Following the growing trend sistant director shouting, "Alright, ergy of the youthful outcast. The telligence) who faced with a Bad Company ia filled with sim· 
of natural~stic settings for the Fr~nk, start swillin' fr~m that contradictions between the boyish brutal, oppreuive ~nvironment, be- ilar ch~~cters. The well br?u~ht­
Western, director Benton creates whiskey bottle, the cameras gonna natbres of the members of the bad come brutal themselves. Their up Christian young man of limited 
an effective atmosphere of de.,nva· get to you soon." Too clever realism company and their pretentions to characters don't undergo any dra- ~te~igen~ who VOWS to maintain 
,....ft'IRlllll-=:-:-----::-..,.-.::-:::---:-:~--::-:---1 manliness are often delightfully re- matic transformation: they simply his· mteg~ty even among. "bad 
Discover the World on Your vealed: the fact that one boy holds accept their own actions as normal company .. turns outla.w w1tho~t 
SEMESTER AT SEA a loaded gun on another does not reactions to the situ~tion in which anr appreciable alteration of con· 
· ft I prevent them from throwing peb- they find themselves. Bonnie and ac1ouaneas. When he manages to 
Salls each September & February kill his first man, he is more im· ;;~~!~en:ic~~P~t~dA~~~~ ;~~ }~~,i~'1JJPildthe~ ::::~:!.?~~!uc~~~!e~:: 
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 ' · · · · · ·· ... · · · he is by the death of his antagon-=~~1s :;'n!~~";K1~":i:,=. ;!f:~£'af!fa':i~u~i >!f ii,'!~::!riOsts =:1!:..:;"B~ 
tional program. A wide range of ·••<iii the parish throughout narrow range of the film's concerns 
financial aid is available. Write .... < in. the office North Ame. rice. makes it seem little more than a 
now for free catalog: deterministic parable. The mythic· 
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40; Orange, Cal. 92666 · .· building bridges < .. ··· < •· . .·· dimension of Bonnie and Clyde 
working·· with •,:r:~.c· . ea..:: raised that film to the level of cine-
matic art; Bad. Company lacking the-young and old Roam 101.. . ' ' ' such dimension is simply a niinor 
spreading the PauJist 13..d-___...•• ... ·.. work in the same vein. 
' Christian spirit, Dll18'l'?h i C 
. praying <· 415We8t59thatreet . ·. · ····· OmmOD 
celebrating ; > ,; N~York.N:Y;t00t9 .· .. •· ·,:?\ S 
cou~s.~l.f~s:i[.:~/ ense 
by Bob Heleringer 
Pearl Harbor was nothing com· 
pared to 'Yhat 'happened in o~r 
cafeteria last Thursday night. And 
to think Henry Kissinger said the 
war is over. It's not over, it merely 
relocated at· Xavier - out of the 
high-rent district. 
At approximately 5:30 p.m. there 
occurred a blitzkrieg, the likes of 
which Hitler never dreamed pos-
sible. It was Gettysburg, Verdun, 
D·Day, and Attica all over again. It 
was the most lop.sided battle since 
the Charge of the Light Brigade. 
How could the chickens have a 
,._ ____________________ ....,""""'.'.'."""":::::'.~chance when their forces were di-
The war spirit .in man will 
never end without a guide to 
truth. Because conflicting faiths 
in something for which there is 
no proof have been carried 
down from primitive authorities 
to the present day, their beliefs 
have deceived us. For this 
reason, despite suffering from 
disease, war, and emotional 
misery, the human race is 
unaware of the disturbing force 
of Nature. 
Incredible as it may seem, 
people do not cause pain or 
disturbing emotion. They would 
not even if they could. Nor do 
they 'create wonderful feelings. 
Emotion changes between 
wonderful and terrible. 
Disturbance with a wrong 
situation comes first, then 
- vanishes as correction. is made. 
Same with pain; it cannot be 
eliminated without altering 
conditions. Our feelings change 
instantly, or gradually, due to 
the law of opposites · - an 
intelligent set-up of the universe. 
We admit most disturbances 
stem ·from wrong but not .that 
they all do. However, conflict 
or an accident are examples 
where both sides suffer over 
the same wrong. ~o there is 
proof that all disturbance results 
from wrong. This allness makes 
the disturbing force· of Nature 
a perfect, self-evident guide. 
Anyone can discover the above 
tci be a scientific, practical, and 
workable philosophy. In short, 
when the cause and precise 
change of pain and emotion is 
acknowledged, the war spirit in 
man will end at once. 
Acknowledge it now ... with 
the book, "Force Of Opposites" 
by Kenneth Charles. This 176 
page book is available in hard 
cover at $6.00 and paperback 
$2.SO. Send to: International 
University Trust, 9842 Atlantic 
Blvd., South Gate, California 
90280. 
vided into thighs, wings, and legs? 
It was another My Lai with the vic-
tim e being hamburger steaks, 
dainty links, weiners collegiate, 
and ONE BAKED GOOD. Even 
their navy (Steamboat round) was 
powerless to stem the onslaught. 
The missing in action included a 
gross of silver ... er, plastic-ware, 
three dozen trays, ·some extremely 
"odd" board cards, 523 students, 
and Mr. Perry. One combatant, 
who had the misfortune of trying 
to stop a tray in midflight With his 
head, reported a section of hie fore-
head "missing." The conflict, like 
all American imbroglios, was ac· 
companied by intermittent demon-
strations - mainly by those re-
serve troops who arrived too late to 
partake in the actfon at the front. 
Desertions under fire were duly 
noted, a large percentage of whom 
were cafeteria maintenance em-
ployees. Mrs. Lappin was reported 
in satisfactory condition at a local 
hospital suffering from acute eye 
strain. 
All in ail, it was a "smashing" 
show. Any basketbBII coach would 
have been proud of the "fast 
breaks." Any amateur ·military 
genius would have found the 
brilliant display of firepower very 
laudable indeed. American olympic 
Wains of the future need not worry 
(Continued on page 8) 
·------------"'---~ ... --~-----------:-
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(Continued from page 7) 
about obtaining skillful hurdlera, dent boclY deaervea a much better (no one knowa juat how many) aaked for reaidenta' opinion• on the Health Center. 
diacua throwers, and ahot putters. fare. At the very leaat, they should were in the Health Center recuper- alleged quality of our foqd. The c~t- . It ia not known how many of th~ 
They can feaat on the wealth oftal· not be poiaoned. The non-quality of ating from Hungarian battle fa· egoriea preaented: "Good, Fair, cafeteria managerial ataff excell in 
ent that abounda at Xavier. awamp awill that compoaea our tigue. . Poor, or Inedible" were not aa con· Math - but here ia an arithmetical 
The repurcuuiona may ~ vaat. ~aily !8P&a~ makea C~tiona l~k · Such . outbunta of neo-primitiv· ~.ulliv! aa,,one would think. After question for them to ponder: How 
Girla may come to like wearing like Fil~ Mignon and V181ych?iae. iam will continue to prevail until ine~ible. ahou~~ h":v! come ~he many waateful and. deatructive 
maahed potatoes in their hair. For, while the aavage ~ood fight the gruel ia improved at leaat paat clauification of Toxic - whic~ food ftghta equal a m&Jor change in 
Gravy ataina may become more muat not be condoned, it muat be the stage of Alpo. The animals will would h.ave aff~ed a true, albeit food quality? 
prevalent than being merely a con- remembered that the real people remain 80 aa long aa they are fed deaultorioua, choice to a large num· 
atant adornment of John Wayne's w~o aho~d have thrown the first like zoo exhibits. A recent poll cir- ber of our colleaguea who ~a11ed 
veeta. Dean Nally will undoubtedly Big Muskies were not there. They culated throughout the dorms 80Dle unco~ortable hours m the 
iuue another in a aeriee of jejune ..., _______ ....;;--~~-.--------------------------------~-. 
"Peace" proclamations simply beg-
ging us not to be naughty any-
more. Much psychological work 
will have to be done ·on the large 
numbers of cafeteria employees 
seen crying over ... yes, over 
"spilled milk." But the, there was 
enough of it inundating the floor to 
stock a United Dairy Farmers. 
One thing that will not change, 
however, and that is the deplorable 
condition of the food served in our 
cafeteria. For the exorbitant fees 
that are demanded, the Xavier etu-
ROBERT STIGWOOD & MCA, INC. presents 
THE NATIONAL COMPANY 
CONCURRENTLY PLAYING TO CAPACITY BUSINESS IN NEW YORK 
CAST OF 50 I ..::.":o. 
"'JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR' IS A TRIUMPHI" 
..:.0ou1l11Watt, N.Y. Daily News 
MAIL ORDERS NOW! 
SHUBERT I DIYI 111. TUES.,-IOV. 21 
Theatr""• •Phone 2•1-1 230 T• .• Wd., n1rs. It 1:3D •.•. : frl. & Sit. 
7111 Mii WALNUT, CINCINNATI, DNIO 1:11 I.I. & 1:31 •.•. ; Sit. It 3 I 1 •.•. 
PRICES: Tues., Wed., Thurs. & Sun. - $1.00, $7.00. 
$6.00, $5.00: Fri. & Sat. $9.00, $1.00. $7.00. S6.00 
lllClnt cMcll IM 111f.11111niiull 1nnl1111 fer relllni If tlcll•ll 
SEE THE NEW 
HON DAS 
Come In for a Test Drive Today 
.. , SUPERIOR CHEV. ~ 4124 SPRING GROVE AVE. S41-3300 . 
',,., .. , 
pure_ 
.:='1 
( 
Save up to $3.00! 
Maj-or label LP's! Top artists!·_ 
·Many, many selections ,in this special purchase. Classics included! 
Hundreds of records! Come early 'for best selection! 
Sale starts today! 
November 15th thru December 12th· 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CE"TER 
Get your favorites at Big Discounts! 
